ELI T E M E M B E R O F

T H E A C A DEMY O F MA GIC AL A RT S
Mentalist, hypnotist and professional illusionist graduated from the
Chavez Studio of Magic in Hollywood California, an institution with
more than 60 years of support, where the best magicians in the world
have been trained.

He is a member of the most exclusive magic club in the world, The
Academy of Magical Arts, also known as The Magic Castle, in which the
best shows related to illusionism are presented. He was certified in
hypnosis by the great Anthony Jacquin, one of the most famous and
recognized hypnotists in the world.

DIEGO S T REET MA GIC
In 2019, Diego’s first web series “Diego street magic” was
released by NBC Universal and Telemundo on Snapchat
and YouTube . A series based on close-up magic shot on
the streets of New York.

CLICK ON THE PICTURE TO WATCH AND LET
YOUR MIND EXPLODE.

https://www.y
outube.com/p
laylist?list=P
LdwEdsviUMt
NN_XrHjbPPhSeyz6EYk
fu
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DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
You can now experience Mexico’s leading mentalist right in your

own space. A live digital and interactive show that leaves you
confused about what is reality.
Acts of illusionism, mind reading and mental programming leave
you baffled as how this is even possible through the web.
This interactive show is now available for your whole family or

business. Click on the link to experience a clip of Diego’s digital
show.
Duration: Customizable (15 minutes to 1 hour)

CLICK ON THE PICTURE TO EXPERIENCE A
CLIP OF DIEGO’S DIGITAL SHOW.

https://drive.
google.com/
file/d/1kT8y
HKlZuXCZgz
XCGfvCggV
Z_UT80R_l/v
iew?usp=dri
vesdk

WALK AROUND
Close-up high-impact magic and mentalism that occurs less than a
meter away. Magic passes through the hands and mind of the
viewer. During the event, the magician goes from table to table or
group to group doing close up magic, creating an extraordinary
and unforgettable experience for people. The walk around is
suitable for all types of events.

Event of more than 100 people
Duration: Variable

STAND UP SHOW
High-impact close-up magic, stage manipulation, mentalism and
hypnotism. Highly interactive, focused on the viewer living a direct
and deep experience of magic. Perfect for private parties and
exclusive gatherings. The guests are an essential part of the show,
therefore transforming their experience, creating an unforgettable
memory of the event. Recommended as a good marketing strategy
for businesses, since the viewer enters a high receptivity state as the
show happens, enabling the audience to relate the brand with the
emotion created by the magic and the event.

Event from 10 to 150 people
Duration: 60 mins

STAGE SHOW
This multidisciplinary show with great special effects, big scale
illusions, audience participation and hypnotism routines.
Recommended for massive events, conventions, theaters or
auditoriums.

Event of more than 150 people
Duration: 90 mins

SHOWS
He has made presentations at:

He has made presentations for brands such as:
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REVISTA
TERRITORIO

"Diego Winburn, the great Mexican magician who will blow your head off."

"Behind his talent there is more than a hocus-pocus, it is about mastering mental power and exploring your
own thoughts."

“We wanted to know everything there is to know about Diego Winburn, we are extremely intrigued with this
guy! . "

"Artist of deception."

VIDEOS

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hJwsSawj5bM
&t=2s

AUDITORIO NACIONAL

WORDS WITH MAGIC

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=YjSw0xXSKQ&t=3s

TedxTalk

Banorte

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=9VswElfX8mM
&t=154s

SUMMER IS MAGIC

MAGIC GAMES

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=pwZr1JZ8UDY

NatGeo & Cultura
Colectiva

CLICK ON THE PICTURES TO WATCH CLIPS

Corona

CONTACT ME
info@diegowinburn.com
www.diegowinburn.com

